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Abstract. With the popularization of positioning devices such as GPS
navigators and smart phones, large volumes of spatiotemporal trajec-
tory data have been produced at unprecedented speed. For many trajec-
tory mining problems, a number of computationally efficient approaches
have been proposed. However, to more effectively tackle the challenge
of big data, it is important to exploit various advanced parallel com-
puting paradigms. In this paper, we present a comprehensive survey of
the state-of-the-art techniques for mining massive-scale spatiotemporal
trajectory data based on parallel computing platforms such as Graph-
ics Processing Unit (GPU), MapReduce and Field Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA). This survey covers essential topics including trajectory
indexing and query, clustering, join, classification, pattern mining and
applications. We also give an in-depth analysis of the related techniques
and compare them according to their principles and performance.
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1 Introduction

In the past decade, positioning technologies have received tremendous develop-
ment and location-aware sensors such as GPS devices and smart phones have
become ubiquitous, collecting large volumes of trajectory data continuously. Al-
though a variety of technologies have been proposed to analyze these data for
different applications, they are facing more and more difficulties when handling
massive-scale spatiotemporal trajectories due to prohibitive computational cost.
In recent years, parallel data mining approaches have emerged with convincing
performance in dealing with big data.

In general, a spatiotemporal trajectory can be represented as a sequence
of points (x1, y1, t1), (x2, y2, t2), . . . , (xn, yn, tn), where (xi, yi) is the spatial
location consisting of longitude and latitude (sometimes altitude), and ti is the
time when the spatial location (xi, yi) is recorded [17].

The paradigm of trajectory mining can be stated as “trajectory preprocessing
(prior databases) → trajectory indexing and retrieval (in databases) → advanced
topics (above databases)” [45]. Among them the in-database phase and above-
database phase are more challenging and worth detailed study, and the advanced
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topics can be broadly classified into trajectory mining techniques, trajectory
patterns and practical applications. The main topics of trajectory mining are
illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Main topics of trajectory mining

The trajectory mining techniques extend traditional data mining techniques
to trajectory data, including clustering [16], join [3], classification [15] and so on,
which can be used to further discover trajectory patterns. It should be noted that
clustering aims at discovering groups of similar objects from a single trajectory
collection while join is a specific operation that computes pairs of similar objects
from two trajectory collections [45].

Trajectory pattern (T-pattern) was introduced by Giannotti et al. [7] as con-
cise descriptions of frequent behaviours in terms of both space and time and later
extended to other motion patterns and behaviour patterns. Trajectory patterns
can be classified according to different standards. In terms of the number of mov-
ing objects, they can be divided into individual patterns, pairwise patterns and
aggregate patterns. Individual patterns include periodic patterns [20], suspension
[27] etc. Pairwise patterns include following pattern [21], attraction or avoidance
[19] etc. The aggregate patterns include flock [9], convoy [12], swarm [18] etc.
Furthermore, more complex aggregate patterns can be found in many real-world
applications including urban transportation, animal protection, human activity
recognition and location-based services.

The main contribution of this paper is a novel and comprehensive survey of
parallel trajectory mining algorithms based on GPU, MapReduce and FPGA. In
Section 2, we review several parallel trajectory indexing and query algorithms.
Existing parallel trajectory mining techniques and trajectory pattern mining
algorithms are introduced in Section 3 and Section 4, respectively. In Section 5,
we present the survey of some classical applications of trajectory mining. This
paper is concluded in Section 6 with a summary of challenges and future work.
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2 Trajectory Indexing and Query

Trajectory databases that support effective trajectory indexing and query are
the basis of trajectory mining. Trajectory queries aim to evaluate spatiotempo-
ral relationships among spatial data objects, which can be classified into three
types: trajectories and points (P-Query), trajectories and regions (R-Query),
trajectories and trajectories (T-Query). Trajectory indexing techniques can ac-
celerate query processing, which can also be classified into three types [45]. The
first is to extend existing methods such as R-tree with augmentation in temporal
dimensions (e.g., 3DR-tree or STR-tree). The second approach uses multiversion
structures and builds a separate R-tree for each time stamp and shares common
parts between two consecutive R-trees (e.g., MR-tree, HR-tree, HR+-tree, and
MV3R-tree). The third approach divides the spatial dimension into grids, and
then builds a separate temporal index for each grid (e.g., SETI, and MTSB-tree).

You et al. [40] presented a GPU-based approach to index and query large-
scale geospatial data using R-Trees. GPUs were mainly used to accelerate both
R-Tree bulk loading and spatial window query processing, making the data
layout schema very efficient. The GPU-based approach achieved around 10x
speedups on average over 8-core CPU parallel implementations. The GPU-based
approach (NVIDIA Quadro 6000 GPU) achieved around 10x speedups on aver-
age over the 8-core CPU parallel implementations (two Intel E5405 processors)
for query processing on synthetic datasets. Furthermore, on two large scale real-
world datasets, the GPU implementation achieved around 4x speedup on the
R-Tree bulk loading task compared to the CPU parallel implementation. The
advantage of GPU increased to around 10x speedup on the query processing
task.

Gowanlock and Casanova [8] focused on a trajectory similarity search, the
distance threshold query, which finds all trajectories within a given distance d of
a query trajectory over a time interval. They provided a GPU-friendly indexing
method which achieved a speedup of 15.2 over the sequential CPU implementa-
tion and a speedup of 3.3 over the OpenMP parallel CPU implementation.

Ma et al. [24] presented a paradigm called PRADASE (Query Processing
of Massive TRAjectory DAta baSEd on MapReduce) for query processing over
massive trajectory data based on MapReduce, relying on a GFS (Google File
System) -style storage, which only supports appending data and two strategies
by which a large historical trajectory data set is partitioned into data chunks.
Traditional trajectory data partitioning, indexing, and query processing tech-
nologies were extended to fully utilize the highly parallel processing power of
large-scale clusters. The framework scales well in terms of the size of trajectory
data but is not efficient for real time queries due to frequent communications
among computers.

Sun et al. [33] proposed a spatiotemporal index algorithm named Layer-by-
layer Index Based on Grid Partition (LIBGP) running on MapReduce. Naviga-
tion and location services data and six kinds of retrieval patterns were formally
defined and several index algorithms of different dimensions suitable for the LBS
data were put forward. LIBGP avoids the problem of low trajectory recognition
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rate based on grid. Besides, it can retrieve gigabytes of data efficiently and shows
good scalability in terms of data dimension and size.

You’s and Gowanlock’s algorithms are both based on R-Trees or improved
versions running on GPUs, and their speedup rates are very close. PRADASE
and LIBGP are both partition-based query methods working on MapReduce
platforms. In addition to the above algorithms, some frameworks have been
proposed to integrate several operations and techniques, such as SpatialHadoop
and Parallel SECONDO.

Eldawy and Mokbel [4] presented SpatialHadoop as the first full-fledged
MapReduce framework for spatial data, which employs a simple spatial high
level language, a two-level spatial index structure, basic spatial components built
inside the MapReduce layer, and three basic spatial operations: range queries,
k-NN queries, and spatial join. SpatialHadoop can achieve order(s) of magnitude
better performance than Hadoop for spatial data. Besides, it is open source and
allows researchers to further extend its functionality.

Lu and Gting [22] extended SECONDO [11] to a cluster of computers to
improve the efficiency of processing large-scale queries so that users can convert
large-scale sequential queries to parallel queries without learning the MapRe-
duce programming details. Usually Parallel SECONDO needs more queries for
the same step than sequential processing, but it achieves an impressive speedup
on all steps, especially for large-scale problems. Compared with SpatialHadoop
[4], which extends the capability of spatial data processing inside the core func-
tionality of Hadoop, Parallel SECONDO applies existing SECONDO technolo-
gies directly without implementing them again according to the MapReduce
paradigm.

The comparison of the above trajectory indexing and query algorithms or
frameworks is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of Trajectory Indexing and Query Algorithms

Algorithm Domain Related Techniques Platform Feature

You et al.
[40]

Large-scale
geospatial data

indexing and query
R-Trees GPU

10x speedups
on average

Gowanlock and
Casanova [8]

Distance
threshold query

A GPU-friendly
indexing method

GPU 15.2x speedup

Ma et al.
[24]

(PRADASE)

Trajectory
data query

Extended partitio-
ning, indexing, and

query processing

Map-
Reduce

Scalable but
not efficient

for real
time queries

Sun et al.
[33]

(LIBGP)

Navigation and
location services

data index

Layer-by-layer
Index Based

on Grid Partition

Map-
Reduce

Real time
and good
scalability

Eldawy and
Mokbel [4]

(SpatialHadoop)

A framework
for spatial data

Language, storage,
MapReduce and
operations layers

Map-
Reduce

Order(s) of
magnitude

Lu and
Gting [23]
(Parallel

SECONDO)

Large-scale
parallel queries

for moving
objects

Parallel
SECONDO
databases

Map-
Reduce

Needs more quer-
ies but achieves
an impressive

speed-up
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3 Trajectory Mining Techniques

Trajectory mining techniques including clustering, join, classification, outlier de-
tection and so on create the foundation for further discovering detailed trajectory
patterns, which extend the data types in traditional data mining techniques to
spatiotemporal trajectory data. In the following, we will introduce some typ-
ical parallel trajectory mining techniques proposed in recent years, which are
summarized in Table 2.

Sart et al. [30] investigated both GPU and FPGA based acceleration of sub-
sequence similarity search under the Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) measure.
By exploiting the massive computing power of parallel hardware accelerators,
the algorithms achieved two orders of magnitude speedup with GPUs and four
orders of magnitude speedup with FPGAs, which makes it possible to test DTW
for all possible alignments/shifts and bring the accuracies to a higher new level.

Wang et al. [39] proposed a novel stream-oriented framework for FPGA based
subsequence similarity search and a novel PE-ring structure for DTW calcula-
tion. The framework guarantees accuracy with a two-phase precision reduction
while achieving several orders of magnitude speedup over the best software and
GPU/FPGA implementations [30] by exploiting the fine-grained parallelism of
DTW. Furthermore, the PE-ring structure supports the on-line updating of pat-
terns of arbitrary lengths.

Zhao et al. [44] implemented a GPU-based parallel k-centers algorithm that
utilizes triangle inequality to cluster molecular simulation trajectories. The algo-
rithm behaves well with the increase of cluster number and can achieve up to two
orders of magnitude faster than the CPU implementation. Besides, it can faith-
fully recover the underlying density of the dataset but the triangle inequality
becomes less effective in higher dimensions.

Gudmundsson and Cereceda [10] implemented a subtrajectory clustering al-
gorithm to report all subtrajectory clusters of a trajectory based on GPUs.
Continuous Fréchet distance is used to measure the similarity between curves
which allows applying compressing/simplification techniques to the input data
without loosing much information. The GPU-based approach can be 11x faster
than the original serial algorithm in [2].

Fang et al. [5] presented an efficient framework for answering k-NN join
queries using MapReduce. It partitions the trajectories using spatial grids, and
then computes a time-dependent upper bound (TDB), allowing trajectories to
be pruned in parallel. Besides, k-NN join was extended to (h, k)-NN join and a
new tight TDB was proposed to improve efficiency.

In summary, Zhao’s and Gudmundsson’s algorithms are both for trajectory
clustering, which aim at discovering groups of similar objects from a single trajec-
tory collection with very high efficiency. Fang’s algorithm focuses on trajectory
join, which is used to compute pairs of similar objects from two trajectory col-
lections, but it is not very efficient to answer very complex join queries and there
is still room for improvement.
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Table 2. Comparison of Trajectory Mining Techniques

Algorithm Domain Related Techniques Platform Feature

Sart et al.
[30]

Subsequence
similarity search

Dynamic Time
Warping measure

GPU
FPGA

GPU: two
orders; FPGA:

four orders

Wang et al.
[39]

Subsequence
similarity search

A FPGA frame-
work and a PE-
ring structure

FPGA
Several orders
of magnitude

over [30]

Zhao et al.
[44]

Clustering mol-
ecular simula-

tion trajectories

k-centers algori-
thm utilizing tri-
angle inequality

GPU
Two orders of

magnitude

Gudmundsson
et al. [10]

Clustering
subtrajectories

Continuous
Fréchet distance

GPU 11x faster

Fang et al.
[5]

Trajectory
joins

K-NN and
(h,k)-NN

Map-
Reduce

Twice faster,
not efficient
for complex
join queries

4 Trajectory Patterns

Trajectory pattern mining aims at discovering groups of trajectories based on
their proximity in a spatial or spatiotemporal sense, which is an emerging and
rapidly developing topic in spatiotemporal data mining and query processing.
This section will present some recent parallel trajectory pattern mining algo-
rithms and the comparison of them is shown in Table 3.

Qiao et al. [28] proposed a parallel sequential pattern mining (plute) algo-
rithm for massive trajectory data, which includes three essential techniques: pre-
fix projection, data parallel formulation and task parallel formulation. MapRe-
duce is employed in the third technique in a scalable and easy-to-use fashion.
The algorithm shows good performance on parallel computing time and commu-
nication cost among processors, outperforming PartSpan [29] in many aspects.

Jinno et al. [13,32] proposed a hierarchical grid-based approach with quadtree
search to discover frequent movement patterns from the trajectories of moving
objects. The algorithm is naturally parallelized and implemented on MapReduce,
which is able to identify complex patterns that cannot be identified by a single
grid approach with a fixed resolution and requires less memory and processing
time. However, when the minimum support becomes lower, significantly more
memory is required.

Moussalli et al. [26,25] presented FPGA- and GPU-based solutions for par-
allel matching of variable-enhanced complex patterns by stream-mode (single
pass) filtering. Both implementations are able to process the trajectory data in
a single pass when handing pattern queries with no more than one variable or no
wildcards with two or more variables, but result in false positive matches when
two or more variable occur in a pattern query alongside wildcards. The parallel
solutions can outperform the current state-of-the-art CPU-based approaches by
two or three orders of magnitude at certain circumstances and shows very good
scalability with regard to pattern complexity.

Tsai et al. [36] proposed an algorithm to mine movement pattern from un-
certain trajectory data based on MapReduce, and Sun et al. [34] proposed two
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MapReduce algorithms named uPSTMR and uPST+
MR to discover the hidden

patterns from a large amount of uncertain sequence data. Probabilistic Suffix
Trees (PST) are constructed in a progressive, multi-layered and iterative manner
for huge data with uncertainties. A NodeArray data structure is used to reduce
disk I/O and reduce execution time requiring a little extra memory. uPST+

MR

shows excellent performance with good scalability and stability.

As to finding flock patterns in large trajectory databases, Valladares [37]
presented a GPU-based approach for finding extremal sets within a family F
of k finite sets, which has no restrictions on the input family and runs up to 6
times faster than the algorithm by Bayardo and Panda [1]. He also presented
another parallel approach for computing the intersection between two families
of sets, which is the first implementation of the problem. The approach shows
good efficiency and scalability and saves much computation and memory with
the input domain reduction and the empty and duplicated sets removal. Both
the algorithms are necessary for finding the flock patterns in [6].

Fort et al. [6] studied the problem of finding flock patterns in trajectory
databases and presented some parallel algorithms based on GPU for reporting
all maximal flocks, the largest flock and the longest flock. The number of maximal
potential flocks was reduced by half and the GPU algorithm was on average 23
and maximally 103 times faster than the best known sequential algorithm [38]
with more robust and scalable response.

Table 3. Comparison of Trajectory Pattern Mining Algorithms

Algorithm Domain Related Techniques Platform Feature

Qiao et al.
[28]

(plut)

Mining
sequential
trajectory
patterns

Prefix projection,
data parallel

formulation and
task parallel
formulation

Map-
Reduce

Less than two
times faster; less

communication cost

Jinno et al.
[13,32]

Discovering
frequent

movement
patterns

A hierarchical
grid-based

approach with
quadtree search

Map-
Reduce

At most tens
of times smaller
memory usage;
processing time

increasing marginally

Moussalli
et al. [26,25]

Complex pattern
matching over

spatio-temporal
streams

FlexTrack system
and hardware

based architectures

FPGA
GPU

GPU: up to
two orders;
FPGA: over
three orders

Sun et al.
[34]

(uPST+
MR)

Mining patterns
from uncertain
sequence data

Probabilistic Suffix
Trees; NodeArray

Map-
Reduce

A little extra
memory, but
much faster

Valladares
[37]

Finding
extremal sets

Discarding the non
maximal or
minimal sets

GPU 6 times faster

Valladares
[37]

Detecting
intersection sets

Input domain
reduction; empty
and duplicated

sets removal

GPU
Saving much
computation
and memory

Fort et al.
[6]

Reporting
flock patterns

Variants discussion and
complexity analysis

GPU
On average 23
and maximally
103 times faster
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5 Applications of Trajectory Mining

Nowadays, the capability of analyzing large volumes of trajectory data is in
increasing demand in many applications, including transportation optimization,
trajectory planning, popular place discovery, crowd analysis and so on. Some
recent practical applications of trajectory mining are summarized as follows (in
Table 4).

Kondekar et al. [14] provided a MapReduce-based solution to the large scale
Time Dependent Vehicle Routing Problem with Time Window (TDVRPTW) in
dynamic network with fluctuant link travel time. The dynamic traffic conditions
of the road network are considered, which make the problem more difficult to
solve but the results are also more reliable. The island approach to the genetic
algorithm can be easily modeled on MapReduce and the inherent parallel nature
of genetic algorithms are exploited to improve efficiency, making it easy to solve
large scale VRP with minimal time and full resource utilization.

Thakur et al. [35] described GPU-based algorithms to compute state transi-
tion models for Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) trajectory planning problem.
GPU is used to accelerate the computation of state-transition probabilities which
is subsequently used to solve the Markov Decision Process (MDP) to obtain tra-
jectory plan, so that dynamically feasible trajectories for USVs can be generated.
The GPU-based methods gain dozens of times of speedup but introduce some
simulation error. The approach is flexible and is capable of handling any USV
geometry, dynamics parameters and sea-state, but not suitable for fast moving
boats or dynamic environmental disturbances with dynamic obstacles.

Li et al. [19] used MapReduce to calibrate massive bus trajectory data, cor-
recting the direction correcting and projecting the bus GPS point to the road
link. Both the map matching problem and the direction calibrating problem are
very suitable to run on MapReduce because of the characteristics of traffic data.
Besides, K-Nearest Neighbour algorithm (K-NN) is utilized to evaluate the final
result of travelling direction and improves the accuracy significantly.

Valladares [37] studied the problem of computing popular places, regions that
are visited by at least a given number of entities and proposed two practical
models to solve the problem for the first time. The GPU-based implementation
shows very good efficiency and scalability which allows constraints to be added
on both the input and output paths.

Scheepens et al. [31] presented two models to predict positions of moving
objects and visualize them in an interactive mode. One is based on comparing
the current state of the reference vessel with a large set of historical trajecto-
ries and building a PDF from these trajectories, and the other on Monte Carlo
simulations of a large number of trajectories based on movement statistics de-
rived from vessels similar to the reference in a large set of historical trajectories.
GPU is used to compute and visualize PDFs efficiently. The methods can be
used in maritime domain like avoiding collision, and detecting piracy or smug-
gling as well as other domains like urban law enforcement domain for pedestrian
movements. However, the current methods do not apply to domains with more
uncertainty such as animal movement or more than two vessels.
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Zhang et al. [41,42,43] developed some data management frameworks includ-
ing U2STRA and U2SOD-DB to efficiently manage large-scale trajectory data,
and a set of parallel techniques based on multi-core CPUs and many-core GPUs
to associate taxi pickup location points with their nearest street segments and
then reduce online spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal aggregations to rela-
tional aggregations, which play an important role in understanding urban dy-
namics and facilitating decision making. The GPU-based implementations can be
dozens of times faster than serial CPU implementations and several times faster
than multi-core CPU implementations for spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal
aggregations. However, for relational aggregations, the GPU implementations
just perform slightly better than the multi-core implementations using dynamic
arrays because of the Thrust library overheads.

Table 4. Comparison of Applied Trajectory Mining Algorithms

Algorithm Domain Related Techniques Platform Feature

Kondekar
et al. [14]

Time Dependent
Vehicle Routing
Problem with
Time Window

Hybrid genetic
solution using

island approach

Map-
Reduce

A tremendous
improvement
both on time
and efficiency

Thakur
et al. [35]

USV trajectory
palnning

State transition models
and Markov Decision

Process
GPU

A factor
of 43.4

Li et al. [19]
Calibrating bus
trajectory data

K-NN
Map-

Reduce
At lease a

factor of two

Cereceda
[37]

Computing
popular places

Popular regions
visualization and
schematization;
popularity map

GPU
Good efficiency
and scalability

Scheepens
et al. [31]

Visualizing
vessel movement

predictions

Similarity to historical
trajectories; Monte Carlo

simulation
GPU

Can be stored
and visualized

in real-time

Zhang et al.
[41,42,43]

Online spatial,
temporal and

spatiotemporal
aggregations

Timestamp
compression;
simple linear

data structures

GPU
Dozens of

times faster

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the first comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art
algorithms for massive-scale spatiotemporal trajectory mining based on parallel
computing platforms including GPU, MapReduce and FPGA. It is evident that
these hardware-accelerated algorithms can often achieve orders of magnitude
speedup compared to traditional sequential algorithms without compromising
the quality of solutions. Note that the many-core architecture GPUs are more
engergy/space efficient and cost effective compared to CPU-based distributed
systems. As a result, it is preferable to deploy GPU-based techniques for appli-
cations where the size of data is up to the GB level while Hadoop/MapReduce-
based techniques are more suitable for handling data at TB or above level.
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